The
Advantage for
Insurance & Group
Benefits Providers

For the people dwelling and residing upon
the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.

Introduction
Hello,
I am a local Artist, who for many years operated in a professional capacity in sales, management, training, coaching and other roles related primarily
to various forms of retail. Primarily for businesses which were largely owned by foreign investment. By that I mean their Head Quarters were
outside of Calgary, Albeta & Palliser’s Triangle. My professional resume and other credentials for displaying my character are available upon request.
I have a type of ‘Art’ which is somewhat unique to the conventional connotations associated with that word. While it produces tangible crafts such as:
graphic art (digital); expressive writing; jewelry making; musical arrangements; and a few others. These are products which have been developed
and utilized to further my ‘True Art.’ Which is termed “Actuarial Sociometry.”
Loosely defined, this Art would be the ability within the current economic parameters of ‘time = money,’ to predict cause and effect, in such a way as to
display what conventional Actuarial science would prove by investigating and mining the After-Math known as result reporting.
(or Metrics in most sales languages).
The ultimate goal of my endeavours, is to create a pathway for Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle to move into an economy known as ‘vibration = light.’
While the title may seem dreamy, fanciful or unrealistic. Precedent has been set in sophisticated cultures much older and experienced than what
is currently operating within the confines of authoritative and monetary structure here. In descriptive terms, what it looks like is a generation of
common-wealth directed for the common-good. The issues, while many, can be prioritized, so as to create effective communication amongst our local
populous. Understanding and comprehension, will allow the time, to learn how to work with one another for aligned purposes. Even in the
face of all the divisiveness that not only diversity, but any culture (mixed or not) derives due to normal changes within the generations, identity
differences, outlooks, languages, perspectives and the human species in and of itself.
What is compounding the matter is a situation of inequality, shielded from remedy by inequity. This is not due to the supposed forces of privilege that
may once have been at the core, but more stemming from a lifestyle of comfort and convenience over debt freedom. This is not an attack on any one
individual or group, or even everyone as a whole. As it is the case, that many were coerced into consumerism, simply due to our youth as provinces
in a system of governance that tries to be the same everywhere, but literally can’t be. Therefore, large mental wars of conformity are played upon the
collective psyche, and our local economics are only now able to separate from the monetary womb, so to speak.
I hope I do not sound dire, as I feel optimistic about what the future holds, should locals simply work together in business to protect interests on a
people-basis rather than a cash-basis. Thereby, the energy needed to not simply think critically but also creatively-think. Will be supplied for us
to break out of our overarching indebted shell and free ourselves from under a sea of watered down assets. Many individuals are managing their
debt well or do not have any of their own, in both monetary or more corporeal terms. So this is not about casting blame, it is about providing
clarity by stating: “History is not our Fault but the Future is.” And right now there are statistics and evidences for real work to be done towards
not only protecting our youth, but all generations, through working smarter, rather than harder. And smarter means with an increased capacity for
emotional quotients, while still using our IQ, but also a development in the faculties for reading energy. As it is the case that the electromagnetic
spectrum is recognizable, should one pick up the sense and thereby communicate with the common-mind. Which at this time, has more than a few
missing connections and holes being generated due to a bombardment for attention from the world and all of its subsidiary entities.
For the past decade or so, I have been conducting local research upon how this all works economically, within our behavioural framework.
And I am capacitated in many ways as an unconventional expert in the realms of individual dynamics vs group dynamics. Although my
approach is somewhat “Avant Garde.” This is a needed requirement at this time, as it is the case that our authorities and institutions are swamped,
even though it seems to many, as though they are rich and wealthy. Due to a misunderstanding of many things, but especially for how our economy
is simply our behaviours and the reports are just the After-Math. Therefore in someways we are working backwards in terms of capital expenditures
for supporting a path to independence, which can be worked interdependently as to not disturb the peace while negotiating and working towards
a better situation for us, here. In Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
5 Basic needs as a fundamental operating principle will remedy many issues in any municipality: Food, Shelter, Clothing, Security and Personal Space.
As it will provide the comfort required for our young adults and skilled labourers to competently flow with the war on equity, rather than succumb to it.
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Options for Trades, Futures and Benefits
I am seeking an endowment of sorts for supplying the necessary capital,
in order to bring more options to your organization and others within
our local sphere. The amounts will be used primarily towards,
securing the intelligence and professional consideration necessary
to ensure that capital expense savings, tax gains and other cost-saving measures
can be protected as the Horizontal Integration builds.
Whereas other documents designed more for retail and showroom sales settings
were listed with multiple options. The path for insurance seems clearer in terms of
the need for contracting demand, through straightforward methods. Much of this
due to the quantitative measurements of regulatory bodies, which comprise much
of the success in this market towards a personal touch, being an
irreplaceable quality for deriving signing opportunities.
Due to this, a focus on the plan of action, in terms of where and how an insurance company
may benefit through working with an Artist skilled in the application of ‘Actuarial Sociometry,’
is best. Simply put, should a reliable (and understandable to the common-mind)
insurance credit pool, be established for the common-good of Calgary, Alberta
& Palliser’s Triangle. Any relationship created by or through the Artist and
their subsidiary entities, becomes an opportunity for enrolling more people and/or
businesses, will be provided to the Chosen insurance organization.
Participation, will be required in terms of ‘heralding’ the Artist, as it is the case
that a multi-layered road map of sorts has already been established. Therefore,
a representation of the Artist, within a professional framework, should suffice in
terms of knocking down the first domino, so to speak.
The following pages outline the two options, apart from reoccurring enrollment opportunities,
that an insurance company may benefit from, should they be able to focus their efforts
on local businesses, people and our Advantage.

Options
Art & Advertising
Another multi-layered option is to combine Art and advertising. Whereby and according to the prescriptions
of the CRA a large reduction of costs, through appropriate expenditures will be incurred by the location.
The art itself will create interest in the location, as opportunities for creating competition outside of their
market will bring eyes, ears, and feet through their doors. While sales may not occur immediately upon arrival.
The positive atmosphere, the fun and the enjoyment will be remembered and likely appreciated (both colloquially used
and as an accounting term) by all who come through the locations doors.
The Advertising in combination with Art will create goals for Artists that if obtained reduce the standard costs
of advertising starting at 40%. And in some cases, when the Art, advertising and authorities all align. The
cost savings may increase to 100%. Again, this is already within the CRA’s scope of activity, although for the
higher savings appropriate accreditation is required; and therein the fair competition for Art is established
naturally. By way of natural means and not a force of profit-seeking ventures, not only will the energy required from
the location be minimized in terms of operating and maintaining these campaigns. The location will also find
ways for charitable reduction of costs to manifest within the organization. And funds can be set up to reduce
burdens on the average employee as well.

Trades, Futures & Benefits
TRADES: This is a route to directly trading with locals, while remaining an arm’s length distance from any opinions
derived from criticism, in terms of the event, the Art (which will have location considerations accounted for).
As a third party though, any local trade will create intrigue and interest for the location itself as related to
regular business activities. This type of trade will also be leverage-able should the need arise for partnering with
competitors and natural allies within the locations own markets.
FUTURES: Good credit will be derived, immediately, as the location will have helped in reducing the need to
‘starve’ while becoming an Artist.
Interest and demand will grow, alongside the regularity of displaying Art in advertising.
Emergency funds, for weathering potential future storms both inside and outside of the location will be
generated. Should the location, follow the suggested allocation methods for a portion of the capital derived from
cost savings on expenditures.
BENEFITS: •Instant and future cost-savings.
•A unique message, not easily plagiarized, within advertising, can be curated appropriately for the general public
to receive.
•Increased capacity to hold both sales and service clients. Both in the location itself and on in terms of attention
towards the positive or comforting parts of the experience and away from negative thoughts. Thereby increasing
the regulatory for sales to occur, while a quality experience is maintained. [THE EXPERIENCE AGE and
LEADERSHIP PATTERNS packet is available for further insight. www.curtisbrothers.org/guild-guide]

Options
Extended Discussion Programs
While no Trades, Futures or Benefits are showcased here. This is simply due to the fact
that Discussion Programs are unique to the individual or location that decides to participate
in these facilitated service endeavours.
They start with a discussion on the issues at hand. Past, Current and Future issues will
be provoked in order to create the stimulation needed for the discussion to be
productive and beneficial to the unique party.
It is likely that the group and the individuals which comprise it, will leave with
experiential knowledge of the following categories:
•Flow States: Creation, Maintenance and Terminations•
•Increased capacity to utilize turn-over for future productivity•
•Comprehension of Energy from a Frequency and Reading Standpoint•
•Mini Market creation and maintenance procedures•
•Confidence building measures•
•Increasing Emotional Quotients•
•’Actuarial Sociometry:’ Applications and Uses•
•Risk and Liability Management protocols•
•Philosophy of Start and then Learn•
•People Basis for the Return of Good Capital•
•Leadership Pattern Recognition•
•The Creative Process•
•More about each other•
•Energy Depletion, Maintenance and Restoration•
•Protecting Security and Personal Space•
All Discussions are limited to 3 Hour Intervals. With the first 2 hours allocated to
creating the necessary Thought Anchors. The last hour is dedicated to debriefing
measures.
This Option is outside of the scope of regular sponsorship fees and is set up on a session
basis. This extremely intense focus creates unity amongst the groups and is needed
for both alignment and quality purposes.

The following pages are to provide some clarity towards what the author is ultimately establishing.
The Art of “Actuarial Sociometry” and residual displays, such as the “Art of Discussion.” Are applied and utilized for establishing a
better common-wealth system, which works continually in the direction of the common-good.
These pages are succinct in design and when compared to the Macrocosm in regards to the structure of: customs, cultures and
economic systems currently operating within the people and upon the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
The author, asks that they not be misconstrued. By applying full understanding currently within the faculties of the reader
for monetary, authoritative or other economic organizations or structures either past or presently in operation. The reader
will have decided the outcome of the “Art of Discussion,” ahead of ever being a participant to something which is and has not
been pervaded for public consumption upon these lands. And devalues experiential wisdom before it can be generated.
Much of this, while seemingly on one side of what many claim is too simple a phrase, to solve many problems. And on the other
side, many claim, it is way to difficult to even contain the issues, without disturbing the peace. It is the assertion of this
author that “connotations of our language, must be discussed, publicly and in attention drawing but peace-maintaining ways.
Controversy must be explored for the purposes of struggling together and not against each other, but for good pathways to build
in the common-mind of the people upon the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.”
The goal is to allow arguments to flow for portioned periods (as to not take the entire moment). And without the need or action of
uttering threats, hurt-intended ridicule and/or especially physical violence to occur. If it is even thought, a debriefing situation
should take place. Psychological services and sciences along with energy studies are certain to be consulted for portions of
putting this in action. As safety of individuals is a priority, while exploring the common-mind together.
The following logos utilize a graphic style to convey an “Avant Garde” and unconventional approach to fixing many of the ‘isms,’
debt and confidence issues which are harming people and holding back an ‘evolution’ of sorts. One which would lead to a more
sophisticated culture of celebrated diversities and free speech; than what is currently known to the common-mind despite the
precedent already being set in cultures much more advanced (albeit stealthily), than what is upon the lands of Calgary,
Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle. Therefore a certain level of ambiguity is needed to reach good results in the economic realms.
Let’s have some Societal Fun while fixing the leaks in our economic containment.
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The following pages are designed to provide a comprehension for the outline
of the overall strategy needed to align local businesses and people.
This is for the purpose of ensuring that the private sector is able to keep up with the public sector
in the boundaries set for Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.
The goal is an equilibrium, which will be able to alleviate the debt burden on the society as a
whole. Thereby allowing equality of justice to be returned to the Courts and with it the actual
law. This will happen through the upgrading of the citizenry, so as to capacitate the
authoritative and institutional powers which reign upon these lands.
Once accomplished and during the journey, every opportunity will be taken to reduce poverty.
The first few pages, provide the ‘Circular Business’ strategies which are already being utilized by
Wealth management corporations such as BlackRock. Which at the last update, were in control
of approximately $9 Trillion worth of capital and had revenues which compared to almost
70% of America’s Gross Domestic Production.
The difference here, in the approach (apart from its smaller scale and designs). Is that instead of, what is
seemingly one person within the organization, utilizing the credit, both real and intangible. This program
will encourage credit to be shared amongst all local businesses and their owners, operators or investors.
The focus for mindset shift, is one wherein profit-seeking ventures become revenue seeking.
Thereby allowing funds and credit pools to be set up and utilized through cost saving measures,
with increases in the quality of service provided. The funds and credit pools will largely be utilized
to allow for productive restorative centers to be established. This for the healing of people
and securing the land to domestic and not foreign investment.
In this way and with the method of 'un-boxing' being applied. The people upon the lands of Calgary,
Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, will have created natural and lawful trade barriers which allow
the currency and customs to recirculate both for uses of prosperity and understanding one
another. In this interdependent way, an independence will be found and can be leveraged
in the future for purposes of tourism, and other beneficial elements which sophisticated societies
already in operation are deriving from the developed world. ‘Here’ will simply be one of the first
areas upon this continent to enter into what is known clandestinely as the ‘vibration = light’ economy.

STAGE 1

Un-boxing. Why this is needed for the good of local economics.
While the rules, protocols, measures, etc. of a charity differ from other organizations whether
registered or non-registered. They do operate within the same box like fashion. And if we are
touching on uncomfortable truths. It is somewhat known that many, if not all, function somewhere
within the realms of money-laundering. Whether it be to the side of supplying a tax shelter, or
for mixing money from various markets, legal and non-legal. This seems to happen regardless of the
initial intended purpose of each charity. And this is evidenced, by the fact that real change seems to
be so far away from the outcome even though many people put real effort through, donating,
fundraising, volunteering and the like.

STAGE 2

Much of this seems to be due to the fact that we are all operating within
a system of debt, regardless of any individual or group’s personal status.
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Therefore, a charity, created strictly for the purpose of alleviating poverty, through the
upgrading of the citizenry. Which would require pathways, tours and using resources
for production, in order to generate interest towards businesses and people who
are truly stimulating the local economy through the appropriate uses of the capital
they acquire. Is the only real solution for solving the debt crisis within our sphere of influence.
In order for this to work successfully, the activist would need to be an Artist, with
individual, business, corporate and all manner of support at their side. For the purposes,
of unfolding the box, so to speak.
To do this, a great deal of trust will need to be established. As the Artist, would need to
take on a considerable amount of personal risk. They would also be required to forego,
the fiat-wealth they could earn through conventional means. And be willing to allow
others greater opportunities, comforts and luxuries before they themselves could partake.
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As food, clothing, shelter, security and personal space (and a few minimal comforts) could be the only
real compensation allowed personally, for the Artist. Until the majority of people within their sphere of
influence had the same, basic needs met, as a fundamental right within the society they are operating within.
In order so that a Grey Zone, of protection could be extended to all, within the aforesaid society.
As to not simply redistribute wealth, as has been tried many times previously within many
different civilizations and societies to varying degrees of not only cultural but actual human
life devastation.
This means that all works produced, Art created, funds provided, or even credit derived from the
Artist. Would need to go, apart from the aforementioned needs, to the fund which works for society,
until such time that the equity and equality scales, within the region are balanced for the benefit of all.
After which, the fund would need to dissipate, so the power would not corrupt. The
Artist would have to cling, solely to hope, that if accomplished well enough. The people who
benefited, could live modestly enough and generously enough so as to provide some allowances
for living to the Artist(s), who endeavored to do this work in the first place..

Initial Strategic Outline

Alberta Treasury Branch
Aside from banking. This financial institution has mandates
and policies, which ensure that it is supposed
to work for the common-good of locals. This is where
we will find an ability to defend ourselves through law and
accounting, should the need arise. And all they
require is the people to be there when
defense is the only option left.

Insurance Credit Pool
Apart from the afford-ability and customized
access this could supply for all local owners
and operators. It would ensure our local
people receive appropriate benefits across the
board, while keeping costs competitive with
other lands. This would make our people and
skills more attractive to investors on every
level. It also creates contingency plans, as
proper accounting will allow for actuarial
science.

Research & Development

Training: Education/Vocational/Artistry

Resource Exchange: All forms of Capital

Talent Pool Sharing

Art & Advertising
When utilized appropriately, they create expense
and tax benefits which are not only encouraged by
the CRA and other authorities. But provide
a great advantage to local alliances.
They also create the interest and demand
needed to overcome big box
retailers and/or suppliers.

Credit Union Capital
Through utilizing a local credit union, with
the scalability to take on the entire local
populous, should the case arise. We would
have an easy way to account for many
expenditures which currently go unnoticed.
Such as PPE and travel requirements.
We would also create natural alliances,
with the smaller surrounding municipalities.

Contingency Planning & Ancillary Agencies
Stabilization through Trades

Work Spaces & Discussion Houses

With the ability, to re-create anything already
built in the world, it is time for us to employ
our own people in ways that secure our
needs locally, with the plan of
growing our Futures and other
Trade Options.

Currently, with investment in space and structure
at an all time low and the impending inflation
which is rising, in a multi-level way as to
hide it from the common-sense.
It is imperative that locals begin
to re-capture their own
buildings and the land
which they are upon.
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All of this MUST be targeted at alleviating
the burdens of:
•Our operational and Emergency
Responders.
•Our indebted Court & Political Systems.
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Whereas, we live in a place with highly specialized
talent and intelligence. Thought Tanks, which
diversify our special classes need to be enabled.
So that we can stimulate the production and quality of
the items which we will need to offer our foreign trade
partners, as we seek independent wealth for ourselves.
These are titled Thought Tanks and not ‘think tanks’ in
reference to the anchoring points we will need to set.
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Anchoring Thought Tanks

Credit Union Capital

g

Insurance Credit Pool

With the ideals and currency being driven towards
equilibrium, so that restorative centers
are a focus whereupon we will find a
re-generation of both mental and
physical labour. From there, technology
will be able to provide allowances for maintaining.
In this way, positive effects will flow
to all ages and thereby create a new
common-wealth, centered around common-good.
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Alberta Treasury Branch

Art & Advertising
Debt Solutions Specialties
To be provided so that while abilities
and skills are being offered, plans for
utilization are instilled as personal
attributes. In order to benefit both the
group and the unique individual
characters, which comprise this
operation.

Why this Author
I am an Artist, capable through experience in the affairs of business and especially those of
management, coaching/training, service and sales.
[Professional Resume Available Upon Request]

I do not utilize ‘the numbers’ to form my approach, thereby allowing your numbers to take the
direction needed for your business and your people to be successful.
[See the Tutorial for comprehending a Lemurian: Pages 22-24 of “The Last and first Lemurian,” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]

I speak as a commoner does, but also have an aptitude for correspondence within many
specialized fields. Therefore, I can typically work a path towards comprehension even
amongst various specializations which use similar words for different meanings.
[See the The Works: Pages 51-53 of “The Last and first Lemurian,” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]

I have no real bonds and am committed to intangible ones which can not be broken. Therefore,
my motivation is both real and everlasting at least in the scope of operation I am seeking.
[See the Executive Summary: Pages 6-7 of “The Last and first Lemurian.” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]

I am a creator, with a hold in a very specific niche market of generalization, and a ‘theory of
everything’ in relation to our local and provincial economics. Wherein I am able to produce
quality materials in such a short time, as to be ready for what is often not anticipated.
[See the Visual Glossary: Pages 25-50 of “The Last and first Lemurian,” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]

I am a local, with a real passion and drive towards doing what is needed to restore our local
economy. Through the alleviation of debt by means of productivity and thereby reducing or
removing poverty without forcing a ‘redistribution of wealth.’ In other words my goal is for
evolution to the sophisticated level already precedented in other societies far away, rather
than a revolution. In this way the peace is not disturbed and the changes allow the commonwealth to be utilized for the common good.
[See the Serious Matters: Pages 54-67 of “The Last and first Lemurian,” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]
[See “The act of enabling the people upon these lands” at www.curtisbrothers.org/law ]

I am someone who has been in the homes as an ‘Alien third party’ and lived with people
who provided me with food, shelter, clothing, security and personal space. Not for added
monetary benefit but solely to support and aid me in creating this strategic outline for all of us.
For 2 years, I took the opportunity and the risk of exploring Calgary and it’s overall culture in an effort to speak with
the common mind. This after having spent the previous decade researching and discussing
in unconventional ways, with not only the professional class but specialists, in law, government and other services and
institutions. I sought to do so without disturbing the peace to far out of the necessary boundaries for testing the
waters, so to speak (and as economic quip to an indebted society). This provided great insight.

Where there are opportunities to bridge gaps, the following will be enacted:

(Operating in infancy: Brief statements provided, only to stimulate thought and descriptive text is left out in order to not limit the scope of each point.)

Anchored Thought Tanks: Will be established, based on funding and need. These will be set up when two obvious sides have emerged, which
effect the common-good for a large portion of people within the scope of argument. Cost saving measures will be enacted through the work of
certain guides who may involve themselves through their own work and ability to operate within unconventional schedules, routines, hours and more.
Thereby, providing a local benefit which will be recuperated, through a small portion of any monetary or capital benefits acquired through the
application of solutions in tangible form. The overall goal is to construct societal bridges which keep the peace through an improved quality of life,
while tough issues are managed, remedied and provided total solutions for.

Stabilization Through Trades: Local businesses and foreign entities operating within Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, will be encouraged
through legal means. For the purposes of creating, securing and operating partnerships which are primarily related to the interest of the commongood within this area. Trade incentives, will be created either through conventional methods or what can be derived from the Anchored Thought Tanks
and any partnerships with the Guild Guide and its subsidiary or residual relationships. The overall goal being to reduce the time individual skilled
labourers, craftsman and artisans must put individually into projects, while maintaining and increasing their current rate of capital income and/or
recapture of taxable expenditures. A secondary goal, is to establish education parameters, scientific data, and measures for mediation which can
supply assurance to any Owners, Operators, or Investors. As they will need to be comfortably secured while establishing a mindset towards
revenue generation and the refusal of solely profit-seeking ventures.
Workspaces & Discussion Houses: 3-fold aspects of the overall goal of finding equilibrium throughout the world war on equity.Acquiring for
the common-wealth and directed to the common-good of the people upon the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle. The application of creative
methods and ingenious practices will be utilized, both in unconventional and traditional ways (as best suited for individual cases). For securing, holding
and generating sources of wealth with the local structures built upon these lands.
•One way of doing this, is to allow spaces for ‘Discussions’ to happen both as fully public functions and those which are semi-private (or private
discussions in public). As this is in alignment with the current and most rudimentary practices for encouraging and protecting “Free Speech,” the rules
or restrictions set up across the board, will be made as limited in scope as possible. However, particular care to the changes in the current cultural
norms, or the feelings of vulnerable sector individuals or groups, are encouraged for consideration with every individual “Discussion House” and
amongst the entities operating them. Certain Guide Guild members will be utilized to help mediate any resulting anger, confusion or negative energy
between any two parties who are seemingly on opposite sides of any particular discussion; should the need arise and be great enough for this course
of action. The mediation will not be held within the scope of social media, or any other type of broadcasting system meant for garnering attention or
releasing information to the greater public. However, participants will be encouraged to share their feelings, opinions, and thoughts on any and likely
all of their media platforms, in regards to the overall experience. But with a consideration to the greater common-good, whereby they may be locally
cheered for reflection, pondering and communicating in such a way, as to use language in the direction of not disturbing the peace, as best they can.
•Workspace leases or rental fees, will be targeted for local incentive reductions. Whereby, the local populous may create opportunities to work
with friends, acquaintances, family members, or others within their individual spheres of recognition. So that, in accordance to the legal system and
their own individual duties and responsibilities, they may look through creativity and entrepreneurship, for ways that they can also generate additional
wealth, credit, or other good things for our areas' common-good.

Debt Solution Specialties: While this will largely be operated and function through the financial institutions and professional
class who are partnered with the Guild Guide. Cost Saving opportunities, focused on employees and operated through employers will be applied when
certain opportunities both currently expected and unexpected arrive. Where the opportunity for bulk purchasing products or services for an agreed
group are available. The Guild Guide will encourage its supporters and partners to take advantage, along with the caveat that the information
is allowed to be shared with the Guild Guide. So that information can be derive, intelligence can be grown and future negotiations can be conducted with
the most authoritative position being one for the common-good in these areas. One of the establishing principles for which the Guild Guide is
founded upon, ties into the 'Court of Authentic Living.' Wherein, the importance of maintaining already established trade deals, is a priority in any and
all trade relations; and is especially taken into consideration whenever tactics for negotiation are being applied to any current and future deals.

Experiential Economic Tours
The beginning stages are geared more towards sales staff within various retailers.
However, the second stage in which executive and managerial classes are a
little more involved in terms of layering various positional roles together,
regardless of conventional occupational class separations.
In this manner, there is an opportunity for the chosen insurance business, to
not only participate in and facilitate some of the services. But also to,
utilize this in such a way that literal foot traffic is brought to them. Through,
an honest approach of introducing small seminars on the ins and outs of insurance
models. Albeit, with the usual caveats of discression applied within the industry.
A charismatic individual, with experiential wisdom, could likely capture quite a
bit of interest through these methods. In a way, that is not only comfortable to
them, but also rewarding in terms of alleviating time pressures, while maintaining
a solid portfolio.
Associates, within the industry could also be leveraged, in terms of group sessions,
by utilizing the per-formative magic of training non-product specific methods
for sales acumen. Offered as template classes, so that the material is already
available, for them to take into various local business atmospheres. And while,
they likely would be asked not to explicitly solicit business. A quality delivery in
terms of performance and a ‘debriefing’ email, complete with small captions of
what their brand has the capability to do. Together this would likely capture more
new business, than energy spent in social media and/or other non-personal
marketing methods are currently able to generate. At least in terms of leads,
which actually close with positive results.
This proficiency, derived solely from training and touring opportunities. Is created
due to the requirement for middle-people to be available if both competing and
non-competing local businesses, begin operating in unconventional ways, towards
aligned goals. Which the establishment of 5 basic needs: Food; Shelter;
Clothing; Security and Personal Space, would do. In that way local businesses,
would be aligned in goals which lead towards a better quality of life for all in
Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.

